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SUMMARY
Predicting the clinical response to chemotherapeutic or targeted treatment in patients with locally advanced or
metastatic lung cancer requires an accurate and affordable tool. Tumor organoids are a potential approach in
precision medicine for predicting the clinical response to treatment. However, their clinical application in lung
cancer has rarely been reported because of the difficulty in generating pure tumor organoids. In this study, we
have generated 214 cancer organoids from 107 patients, of which 212 are lung cancer organoids (LCOs), pri-
marily derived from malignant serous effusions. LCO-based drug sensitivity tests (LCO-DSTs) for chemo-
therapy and targeted therapy have been performed in a real-world study to predict the clinical response to
the respective treatment. LCO-DSTs accurately predict the clinical response to treatment in this cohort of pa-
tients with advanced lung cancer. In conclusion, LCO-DST is a promising precision medicine tool in treating of
advanced lung cancer.
INTRODUCTION

Lung cancer is the second-most diagnosed cancer and the

leading cause of cancer mortality, with over 600,000 deaths

annually in China.1,2 Patients with advanced lung cancer who

develop a malignant serous effusion (MSE) have a significantly

worse prognosis, with an overall survival (OS) of 5.49 months,

compared with 12.65 months for those without MSE.3 Over

past decades, precision medicine, an approach that involves

the formulation of regimens for treatment based on personal-

ized factors and specific genetic targets, has been developed

to improve therapeutic efficacy.4,5 Molecular-targeted therapy

prolongs the OS of patients with advanced lung cancer and im-

proves quality of life.6–8 Currently, the determination of person-

alized treatment regimens is strongly dependent on the results

of molecular analytical approaches, particularly next-generation

sequencing (NGS). NGS can detect tumor driver mutations that

then allow the clinician to choose specific molecularly targeted

drugs for cancer treatment.9 Molecular sequencing has histor-

ically relied on surgical and needle biopsy specimens. Studies

have shown that the sensitivity and specificity of detecting

epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) mutations in malig-
Cell Rep
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nant pleural effusion (MPE) samples are equivalent to the

measurements performed on tumor tissue samples (>80%).10

Further, MPE is a reliable sample for detecting kirsten rat

sarcoma viral oncogene homolog (KRAS) mutations and

anaplastic lymphoma kinase (ALK) rearrangements.11,12 It is

also possible to detect any newly acquired genetic alterations

using MSE.11,12

Lung cancer is a complex disease that exhibits phenotypic

and genotypic diversity in different patients,13,14 presenting

considerable challenges to the use of precision medicine.

Non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) is the most extensively

studied lung cancer subtype, although only 30% of patients

harbor actionable mutations,15 and not all these patients can

benefit from targeted therapy. Alternatively, some targeted

anti-cancer agents have off-target effects as well.16 Patients

without actionable mutations may benefit from targeted ther-

apeutic drugs such as EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors

(TKIs)17 or poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) inhibitors.18

Therefore, it is imperative to establish a preclinical model

that simulates the morphologic and genomic features of the

original tissue to predict the clinical outcomes of targeted

therapy.
orts Medicine 4, 100911, February 21, 2023 ª 2022 The Authors. 1
C-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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There has been a considerable focus on establishing reliable

preclinical models to evaluate a tumor’s response to chemo-

therapeutic or targeted agents. These models include

cell lines,19 genetically engineered mouse models,20 organo-

typic tissue slice cultures,21 and patient-derived xenografts

(PDXs).22,23 Although traditional tumor cell lines can be used

to establish preclinical models, they are insufficient to repre-

sent complex tumors because of the lack of cell-to-cell interac-

tions.24 Conversely, PDX can retain the structure and genetic

characteristics of the original tumor and simulate a similar tu-

mor microenvironment.25 However, PDXs, as well as geneti-

cally engineered models,26 are costly and time-consuming

and require the sacrifice of a large number of experimental an-

imals. Therefore, a preclinical model in which bothmaintenance

and expansion are easily established is essential for transla-

tional medicine. Patient-derived organoids (PDOs) use three-

dimensional (3D) structures that can accurately simulate the

heterogeneity and diversity of tumors, show a high degree of

genotypic and phenotypic consistency with the original clinical

specimens, exhibit a response to antitumor drugs that mimics

the patient’s expected response, and are available within a

short period of time.27–29

In previous studies, organoids have been successfully

cultured in a series of primary tumors, including colonic,30,31

uterine,32 ovarian,33 pancreatic,34,35 breast,36 and other solid

tumors. Recently, organoids derived from primary lung tumors

have been described.37–39 In the past, surgical specimens were

used to establish lung cancer organoids (LCOs), but these were

not easily available for advanced lung cancer. In addition to the

establishment and validation of LCOs, studies focused on

developing automated approaches, such as microarrays and

microfluidic chips, to perform organoid-based drug tests in a

short period of time.40,41 A recent study showed that the

response outcomes of targeted therapy using lung adenocarci-

noma (ADC) organoids were highly correlated with the real clin-

ical response,42 revealing the potential of LCOs as a tool in

personalized medicine.

Success rates of LCO culture ranged from 7% to 87%, and

MSE could be an ideal source.43 However, the accuracy of

LCO-based drug sensitivity tests (LCO-DST) to predict clinical

response remains unclear. In this study, we successfully

generated 160 LCOs derived from tumor tissue specimens

and MSE samples. We aimed to generate viable LCO models

using tumor tissue or MSE samples, validate the reliability of

the models with respect to their pathological and molecular

features, and formulate personalized treatment strategies for

advanced lung cancer using the results of the drug sensitivity

tests (DSTs).
Figure 1. Study flow chart and preservation of lung histopathology in

(A) Study workflow. See also Figure S1 and Tables S1–S3.

(B) Bright-field images of LCOs (left column), H&E staining of advanced lung can

(right column), including the pericardial effusion, pleural effusion (PE), and ascitic

(C) IHC staining of the adenocarcinoma-derived LCOs as well as the original tissu

Napsin A (right column). Scale bar, 50 mm.

(D) IHC staining of CK5/6, P40, and P63 in squamous cell carcinoma. Scale bar

(E) IHC staining of TTF-1, Syn, CgA, and CD56 markers of small cell lung cancer
RESULTS

Summary of the generation and pathological analysis of
patient-derived lung cancer organoids
In our study, 214 samples for the generation of organoids were

collected from 107 patients with advanced cancer between

October 1, 2019, and September 30, 2021. LCOs were cultured

using an existing method with slight modifications.44 We suc-

cessfully established 162 PDOs (Figure 1A, Table S1) with a suc-

cess rate of 75.7% (Figure S1). Following the exclusion of sam-

ples from two patients with breast cancer, 160 samples were

finally included in the in-depth analysis. LCOs of different types

were generated, including 127 ADCs, 10 squamous cell carci-

nomas (SCCs), 10 small cell lung carcinomas (SCLCs), 12 ad-

enosquamous carcinomas (ASCs), and one pulmonary sarco-

matous carcinoma. The LCOs in this cohort were mainly

derived from MSE (132 of 162), including pleural fluid samples

(103 of 132), ascitic fluid samples (15 of 132), and pericardial

effusion samples (14 of 132). Further, 18 specimens were iso-

lated from surgically resected biopsies of primary or metastatic

leisions, which were mainly from lymph nodes. Ten specimens

were obtained by core needle biopsy.

We attempted to analyze the potenital causes of culture failure

in 52 LCOs. Insufficient cells was one of the most common fac-

tors. Furthermore, univariate and multivariate analysis showed

pathology and sampling type were independent influencing fac-

tors (Table S2). Lung adenocarcinoma andMSE are favorable for

successful culture (Table S3).

Hematoxylin-eosin (H&E) staining and immunohistochemistry

(IHC) were performed to validate the organoids and compare

their morphology and pathology with the original tissue. IHC

markers were selected from those that are routinely used for

diagnosis of lung cancer subtypes. H&E staining (Figure 1B)

and IHC (Figures 1C–1E) suggested that the LCOs retained the

histopathologic characteristics of the original tumor tissue or

MSE. For instance, ADC-derived LCOs were observed in clus-

ters, with subtle cytologic features such as prominent nucleoli

and cuboidal nuclear morphology, forming acinar structures

and retaining the characteristics of primary ADC tissue (Fig-

ure 1B). Further, ADC-derived LCOs expressed classic ADC

markers, including cytokeratin 7 (CK7), thyroid transcription fac-

tor 1 (TTF-1), and napsin A (Figure 1C).45 LCOs derived fromSCC

were obtained from surgically resected lung lesions (P-106) and

showed strong expression of IHC indicators P40, P63, and CK5/

6 (Figure 1D). The LCOs derived from SCLC showed small cell

morphology and less periplasm, and expressed neuroendocrine

markers such as CD56, synaptophysin (Syn), CgA, and TTF-1

(Figure 1E). These data indicate that LCOs can maintain the
LCOs

cer-derived LCOs (middle column), and the primary tumor malignant effusions

effusion (AE). Scale bars, 100 mm.

e with classic subtype markers TTF-1 (left column), CK7 (middle column), and

for the tissue, 50 mm. Scale bar for the LCO, 20 mm.

. Scale bar, 50 mm.
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Figure 2. Genomic profiling of LCO samples

(A) The overlap of somatic alteration in effusion and LCO samples. Blue indicates alterations detected from both sources, pink indicates alterations that were

present only in the effusion samples, and scarlet indicates alterationswere present only in the LCOsamples. See also Figures S2A andS2B, and Tables S1 andS2.

(B) The difference of maxAF between effusion and LCO samples.

(C) The concordance for somatic alterations between effusion and LCO samples.

(D) The difference of TMB between effusion and LCO samples. p values are determined using the two-tailed t-test or Mann–Whitney U test for continuous

variables.

(E) Correlation between effusion-based and LCO-based TMB (Pearson correlation coefficient, two-tailed). ADC, adenocarcinoma; ASC, adenosquamous car-

cinoma; CN, copy number; F, female; Indel, small insertion and deletion; LCO, lung cancer organoid; LGR, large genomic rearrangements; M, male; maxAF,

maximum allele frequency; MSE, malignant serous effusion; SCC, squamous cell carcinoma; TMB, tumor mutational burden.
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morphological and pathological features of the original tumor

and mirror its individual characteristics.

The concordance for genomic profiling between MSE
and MSE-derived LCOs
NGS was performed for 25 patients to test the concordance of

genetic profiles between LCOs and the original samples. The

clinical characteristics of the cohort are summarized in

Table S4. Somatic mutational profiling of the effusion and LCO

samples was performed. Alterations in the effusion and matched

LCO samples are shown in Figure 2A. Collectively, 157 somatic

alterations spanning 77 genes were identified in the effusion
4 Cell Reports Medicine 4, 100911, February 21, 2023
samples, including 100 single nucleotide variants (SNVs), 11 in-

dels, 28 copy number variations (CNVs), four large genomic rear-

rangements (LGRs), and 14 fusions. Tumor protein 53 (TP53),

EGFR, and retinoblastoma1 (RB1) were the most frequently

mutated genes, occurring in 69% (n = 18), 69% (n = 18), and

19% (n = 5) of effusion samples (Figure S2A, Table S5). More-

over, 143 somatic mutations spanning 73 genes were identified

in the LCO samples, including 93 SNVs, 11 indels, 26 CNVs, four

LGRs, and nine fusions. EGFR, TP53, and RB1 were the most

frequently mutated genes, occurring in 65% (n = 17), 58% (n =

15), and 15% (n = 4) of the LCO samples, respectively (Fig-

ure S2B). Among those alterations, 64 mutations (30.9%) were
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effusion-specific, 50 alterations (24.2%) were LCO-specific, and

93 mutations (44.9%) were shared between the two media. The

alteration detection rates were comparable between the effusion

and LCO samples (96.2% versus 80.7%, p = 0.19). No significant

difference in themedianmaximum allele frequency (AF) between

the effusion and LCO samples was observed (31.1% versus

34.0%, p = 0.98, Figure 2B). Next, the concordance of somatic

alterations between MSE and LCOs was analyzed. Among the

20 effusion andmatched LCO samples harbouring somatic alter-

ations, 93 somatic alterations were detected in both effusion and

LCO samples, 39 alterations were effusion-specific, and 41 alter-

ations were LCO-specific. These data resulted in a by-variant

sensitivity of 70.5% (93 of 132) with a positive predictive value

of 69.4% (93 of 134) in LCO samples when the genomic profile

of matched effusion samples was used as a reference (Fig-

ure 2C). Eleven matched LCOs and effusion samples had tumor

mutation burden (TMB). A comparable TMB was observed be-

tween the two media (1.99 mutations/Mb for both, p = 0.89, Fig-

ure 2D). Further, LCO-based TMB was positively correlated with

effusion-based TMB (Pearson’s r = 0.68, p = 0.02, Figure 2E).

Cumulatively, these findings revealed acceptable concordance

of genomic profiling between the effusion and LCO samples.

LCOs predict a personalized response to targeted
therapy
In most patients, therapeutic regimens were personalized based

on factors such as genetic features and previous treatments.

Moreover, in vitro drug screening strategies were also tailored

to individual patients. Fifty-four LCOs derived from 36 patients

whose clinical regimens were identical to LCO-DST results

were divided into four categories: osimertinib, chemotherapy,

dual-targeted therapy, and other targeted therapy groups. The

capability of LCO-DST to discriminate between clinically sensi-

tive or resistant patients was determined using receiver oper-

ating characteristic (ROC) analysis. The predictor was LCO

sensitivity to osimertinib, chemotherapy, dual targeted therapy,

and other targeted therapy treatment. The concordances of

response were 86.7% (13 of 15), 83.3% (10 of 12), 100% (10 of

10), and 70.6% (12 of 17), respectively (Table S6), with overall

84.0% (95% CI, 63.08%–94.75%) sensitivity, 82.8% (95% CI,

63.51%–93.47%) specificity, and 83.3% accuracy for LCO-

DST (Figures 3A, 3B, S3A, and S3B). Drug response heatmap

of six LCOs from four patients suggested personalized differ-
Figure 3. Comparison of LCO-based drug screening and clinical respo
See also Figure S3 and Table S6.

(A) Flowchart of LCO-DST and clinical follow-ups in this study.

(B) The overall correlation between LCO-DST sensitivity and clinical response.

(C) Swimming graph of the progression-free survival (PFS) of patients who receiv

(D) Dose-effect curves of LCO based on in vitro sensitivity of osimertinib.

(E) Violin plot of the IC50 values of osimertinib for clinical PR and PD groups.

(F) Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis of osimertinib LCO drug tests

are determined from the normal distribution (two-tail) for the comparison to a ch

(G) Computed tomography (CT) scan of P-41 at the baseline, PR, and confirmed

(H) CT scan of P-59 at the baseline, SD, and PD stages.

(I) Dose-effect curve of loratinib and SAF-189s for LCOs derived from P-63.

(J) CT scan of the brain and thoracic cavity of P-63 at baseline and PD stages.

(K) Dose-effect curves of the EP regimen (etoposide and paclitaxel) for LCOs de

*: p <0.05.
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ences in patient responses to anti-cancer agents and a relatively

high consistency in responses between different LCOs derived

from the same patient. Generally, the half maximal inhibitory

concentration (IC50) values of chemotherapy agents were higher

than those of targeted therapeutic agents (Figure S3C).

In the osimertinib cohort, osimertinib was selected as the next-

line treatment for 12 patients (Figure 3C), and the sensitivity of osi-

mertinib was tested on 15 LCOs generated from these patients

(Figure 3D). Generally, the IC50 of the progression disease (PD)

and partial response (PR) groups could be distinguished signifi-

cantly, with an area under the curve (AUC) value of 0.94 in ROC

analysis (Figures3Eand3F). Theclinical responseofmostpatients

was accurately predicted using the LCO-DST. For example, P-41

was diagnosed with stage IVA ADC harboring EGFR 19del. First-

line treatment was icotinib. After PD, the LCO-DST suggested

the potential beneficial effect of osimertinib (IC50 = 0.10 mM). In

the real world, osimertinib was used in the following treatment of

this patient, and achieved sustained PR (Figure 3G). Further, the

LCO-DST could also predict resistance to targeted therapy

agents. For instance, P-59, with stage IVB ADC harboring EGFR

L858R, progressed after treatment with erlotinib, icotinib, and ge-

fitinib.EGFRT790Mwas found and osimertinibwas chosen as the

next-line treatment according to clinical guidelines. However,

LCO-DST indicated resistance to osimertinib (IC50 = 4.37 mM)

in vitro. Unfortunately, the disease progressed rapidly in only

4.5 months (Figure 3H). Furthermore, these results showed that

the reduction in tumor volume was correlated with IC50 values

(Figure S3D), suggesting that this approach may also predict the

outcome after anti-cancer treatment.

Four patients with ALK fusion were enrolled in LCO-DST anal-

ysis, including one untreated patient and three treated patients.

All LCO-DST results were consistent with the clinical response

(100%, 5 of 5). For example, P-63 was diagnosed with stage IVA

ADC harboring echinoderm microtubule-associated protein-like

4 (EML4)-ALK fusion. Second-generation ALK-TKIs, ceritinib and

SAF-189s, were sequentially indicated and achieved PFS of 33.7

and 22.8 months. LCO-DST performed using MPE samples after

the progress of second-line treatment predicted resistance to

alectinib. SAF-189s was also ineffective in vitro (Figures 3I and

3J). Nevertheless, the LCO-DST were not considered when

deciding the next-line treatment; alectinib was still decided as

the third-line treatment. Intracranial metastases increased signifi-

cantly, which led to disease progression. Another patient with
nse

ed osimertinib treatment.

showed an area under the curve (AUC) of 0.94 with a p value of 0.0047. p values

ance-level ROC curve (AUC = 0.5).

PR stages.

rived from P-3, P-50, P-65, P-83.
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ALK fusion (P-27)was previously resistant to alectinib and showed

insensitivity to alectinib in the LCO-DST (Figure S3E).

Cases with other mutations, such as ROS1 (P-25), HER2 (P-

75), MET exon 14 skipping (P-86 and P-105), and BRAF (P-95),

were also enrolled in LCO-DST analysis (Table S6) and provided

accurate predictions of the clinical response.

These results illustrate that LCOs may predict the clinical

response to targeted therapy, both in untreated and treated pa-

tients. Although a limited number of regimens for each drug test

may not accurately indicate which treatments are recommen-

ded, it is still critical for these patients to avoid ineffective thera-

pies because of unnecessary side effects, time consumption,

and resource expenditure.

LCOs predict a personalized response to chemotherapy
A correlation between the LCO drug screening test results with

the real clinical response to chemotherapy has been previously

reported.40 Here, we reported the data of nine patients in

whom chemotherapy was recommended as the next-line course

of action.

Of these, four patients had ADC and underwent treatment with

TDM1(P-85), nab-paclitaxel (P-81), a PC regimen (pemetrexed

and carboplatin) (P-25), and an EP regimen (etoposide and

cisplatin) (P-3). Three out of four patients with SCLC underwent

EP treatment (P-50, P-65, and P-83), and P-73 was treated with

nab-paclitaxel. Among patients who underwent EP treatment,

P-3 was diagnosed as ADC while others were diagnosed as

SCLC. They were treated with the same regimen and had

different outcomes. P-3 and P-65 both achieved PR while PD

was observed in P-50 and P-83. The actual clinical response

was predicted by the LCO-DSTs, where EP treatment inhibited

both the LCOs derived from P-3 and P-65 but failed to inhibit

the LCO derived from P-50 and P-83 (Figure 3K). These results

suggested that in vitro testing of LCOs with chemotherapeutic

agents can reflect the clinical response to chemotherapy.

LCOs derived frommultiple samples reveal stability and
heterogeneity
Apart from the success rate and the degree of purity of the

models, another challenge in the use of tumor organoids for

drug screening is experimental stability. Inter- and intra-tumor

heterogeneity has been widely considered. In this study, we

collected different samples from the same patient to explore

the stability and heterogeneity of the LCO drug response. First,

MSE samples were extracted from the patient at different times,

the LCOs were established, and DSTs were performed. The cell

count generally decreased with sampling time, but the establish-

ment of the LCO models was not affected (Figure S4A). The

genomic profiles of LCO samples with different culture durations

were analyzed (Figure S4B). The time intervals between different

sampling times ranged from 1 to 9 days. P-51 had three LCO

samples collected on days 1, 2, and 3. P-78 and P-100 each

had two LCO samples collected on days 1 and 2. P-101 had

two LCO samples collected on days 4 and 9. For P-51, the con-

sistency of somatic alterations among the three LCOs was

81.25% (13 of 16), withMYC amplification andWT1 amplification

being identified only in the LCO collected on day 1, while IL7R

amplification was not identified in the LCO collected on day 3.
Moreover, the same alterations were observed in the LCO sam-

ples obtained from the remaining three patients (P-78, P-100, P-

101). Collectively, these findings indicated a high concordance

for genomic profiling among LCO samples obtained at different

sampling times, suggesting that the LCO may be an optimized

stable in vitro model of NSCLC (Figure 4A).

Next, we investigated the concordance for genomic profiling of

tissue samples, effusion samples, and LCOs obtained from five

patients. In P-51, 13 SNVs were detected in the tumor tissue

samples, and 12 SNVs were detected in both MSE and LCOs;

however, only two out of 12 CNVs were detected in both MSE

and LCOs (Figure 4B). High concordance for SNVsbetween tissue

and effusion/LCO samples was also observed in P-87 and P-96

(Figures 4C and 4D). Low concordance for CNVs between tissue

and effusion/LCO samples was observed in P-60 and P-100

(Figures 4E and 4F). These findings suggest that SNVs, rather

than CNVs,may be accurately detected in effusion/LCO samples.

In terms of the in vitro LCO drug response, stability was main-

tained across the continuous samples. P-51, with advanced

SCC,hada large volumeofMPE thatwascollectedover3 consec-

utivedays.Cell density fromtheMPEdecreasedover time, and the

numberoforganoid formationswasalsoaffected, although thecell

density in the LCO cultures remained the same (Figure 4G). The

LCO-DST yielded stable results for different samples. Three

LCOs were minimally inhibited by the combination of nab-pacli-

taxel, which had also been proven to be clinically ineffective, while

aphosphoinositide3-kinase (PI3K) inhibitor,GDC-0941, showeda

stronger inhibitory effect (Figures 4H and 4I). The LCOs derived

from MSE samples seemed to exhibit large differences from tis-

sue-derived LCOs, such as the LCOs derived from the MPE of

P-33, which were loose and irregular. The LCOs derived from the

lymph nodes of the same patient showed tighter andmore regular

shapes (Figure 4J). Lymph node-derived LCOs were also more

sensitive to DST (Figure 4K), and the patient who underwent treat-

mentwithalectinib achievedaPRonclinical evaluation, consistent

with the drug sensitivity test result (Figure 4L). In the case of

different MSE samples, the LCO-DST often showed the same

trend with respect to the dose-effect relationship. For instance,

two samples were collected from MPE and ascitic effusion, and

the morphological features of LCOs were slightly different: the

MPE-derived LCOs showed vacuolated and solid appearances,

while the ascitic effusion-derived LCOs were solid (Figure 4M).

The DST of ascitic effusion-derived LCOs were slightly more sen-

sitive than thoseof theMPE-derivedLCOs, although thedifference

between the sensitivities was not significant (Figure 4N).

LCO drug screening represents the clinical response of
dual-targeted therapy
Resistance to a single anti-cancer agent is common in patients

with advanced lung cancer. It would be helpful if LCO-DST could

predict the effect of combinational therapy in vitro. Several cases

in our study presentedwith progressive lung disease. LCOswere

obtained, and combination therapy regimens were tested. P-60

was diagnosed as Stage IVB lung ADC (Figures 5A and S5A) with

EGFR L858Rmutation andMET copy number gain (5.0) detected

in cerebrospinal fluid at baseline. This patient experienced wors-

ened dizziness and vomiting with enlarged brain metastases af-

ter taking osimertinib; it seemed that osimertinib may not the
Cell Reports Medicine 4, 100911, February 21, 2023 7
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Figure 4. Stability and heterogeneity of LCOs

(A) Concordance for somatic alterations detected in MSE and LCO samples at different sampling times in four patients. See also Figure S4. ADC, adenocar-

cinoma; CN, copy number; D, day; F, female; Indel, small insertion and deletion; LCO, lung cancer organoid; LGR, large genomic rearrangements; M, male; MSE,

malignant serous effusion; P, patient; SCC, squamous cell carcinoma.

(B) The concordance of SNVs between MSE and LCO of P-51.

(C) The concordance of SNVs between MSE and LCO of P-87.

(D) The concordance of SNVs between MSE and LCO of P-96.

(E) The concordance of SNVs between MSE and LCO of P-60.

(F) The concordance of SNVs between MSE and LCO of P-100.

(G) CT scan of P-51 presents the location of the pleural effusion (PE) and bright-field images of the PE-derived LCOs on days 1, 2, and 3.

(H) Dose-response curve of Nab-PTX plus carboplatin and GDC-0941 for LCOs of P-51.

(legend continued on next page)
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optimal choice for him. One LCO (P-60-O1T) derived from lymph

node and three (P-60-O2E, P-60-O3E, and P-60-O4E) derived

from consecutive pericardial effusion (day 1, 4, 5) were success-

fully cultured and DST were performed (Figure 5B). IC50 of osi-

mertinib combined with savolitinib were 1.32, 0.71, 0.25, and

0.24 in these four LCOs, respectively. Compared with IC50 of

osimertinib (1.82, 1.15, 0.25, and 1.30, respectively) and savoli-

tinib (only performed in P-60-O3E and P-60-O4E, which were

11.59 and 17.61), the result revealed that osimertinib plus savo-

litinib may be superior to osimertinib or savolitinib monotherapy

for this patient. Interestingly, the patient was given with osimer-

tinib plus savolitinib since MET amplification were further

confirmed in MSE and LCO via fluorescence in situ hybridization

(FISH), immunofluorescence staining, and IHC (Figures 5C, 5D,

and S5B), and achieved confirmed PR (Figure 5E). P-61 was

diagnosed as stage IVA lung ADC with EGFR 19del at baseline

(Figure 5F). The patient underwent first-line treatment with icoti-

nib and second-line treatment with osimertinib because of an ac-

quired T790M mutation. After the development of drug resis-

tance, the patient underwent dual-targeted therapy, including

osimertinib and cabozantinib. Tumor evaluation revealed PR af-

ter 45 days of dual-drug therapy (Figure 5G). NGS confirmed the

presence of rearranged during transfection (RET)-CCDC6 fusion

(Figure 5H) besides EGFR 19del and T790M. DST of LCOs

derived from pleural effusion (P-61-O1E, P-61-O2E, P-61-O3E)

and ascitic effusion (P-61-O4E, P-61-O5E) during the same

period showed that IC50 of osimertinib combined with cabozan-

tinib were 0.15, 0.22, 0.16, 0.33, and 0.44, respectively, while

IC50 of osimertinib combined with BLU667 were 0.03, 0.02,

0.01, 0.03, and 0.24, which indicated that osimertinib combined

with cabozantinib/BLU-667 significantly inhibited tumor growth

(Figure 5I). These cases suggested that the LCO-DST has the

potential to predict effective combination treatment regimens.

Proteomics landscape of LCOs reveals the molecular
mechanisms of dual-targeted therapy
Although the effect of combination treatment with EGFR and

RET inhibitors has been demonstrated in LCO drug screening

assays, the underlying molecular mechanisms remain unclear.

Therefore, 4D label-free high-throughput proteomic analysis

was performed. We identified 39,312 unique peptides in the

287,153 spectra. A total of 4,865 proteins were identified and,

of these, 4,833 were quantified. The quantified proteins were

divided into four groups (4818, 4787, 4785, and 4833), in which

organoids were treated with osimertinib, BLU-667 combination

treatment with osimertinib, BLU-667 (combo group), and 0.1%

dimethyl sulfoxide, respectively. The results of the principal-

component analysis (PCA) indicated that the expression levels

of the different treatment groups were different, suggesting

diverse effects (Figure 6A). In terms of the differentially ex-

pressed proteins (DEPs), 119 proteins were significantly altered
(I) CT scans of P-51 at the baseline and after Nab-PTX + carboplatin treatment.

(J) CT scan of P-33 shows the location of the PE and lymph node (LN) and brigh

(K) Dose-response curve of crizotinib, alectinib, and loratinib for P-33 LCOs.

(L) CT scan of P-33 at the baseline and after alectinib treatment.

(M) CT scan of P-30 shows the location of the ascitic effusion (AE) and PE, as w

(N) Dose-response curve of osimertinib and osimertinib + cabozantinib for P-30
in the combo regimen compared with the control group (fold

change >1.2, p < 0.05), including 26 upregulated proteins and

93 downregulated proteins (Figure 6B). However, when treated

with a single agent, osimertinib or BLU-667, the number of

DEPs was 154 (Figure 6C) and 285 (Figure 6D). In terms of the

cellular location of the DEPs, all three treatment groups showed

the same trend of protein expression, of which the number of nu-

clear proteins was the highest in the DEPs, followed by that of

cytoplasmic and cytomembrane proteins. These results suggest

that the alteration of protein expression with all three treatments

aimed to regulate nuclear functions, including gene expression.

In terms of the function of DEPs, alterations in several protein

families are closely related to the survival of tumor cells. The

combination of osimertinib and BLU-667 resulted in a dramatic

increase in the expression of caspase 3, the critical factor trig-

gering cell apoptosis, while the expression of other caspase fam-

ily members, such as caspase 8 and caspase 10, also increased

after treatment with the combination regimen (Figure 6E). RET

rearrangement is a critical factor in EGFR-TKI resistance

because of the common downstream cascade. RET TKIs were

also combined with the third-generation EGFR-TKI osimertinib

as a treatment regimen for patients with EGFR-RET duo muta-

tion. However, the underlying molecular mechanisms remain un-

clear. Proteomic analysis by 4D liquid chromatography-tandem

mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) showed that the expression of

the downstream proteins of EGFR and RET were downregu-

lated, such as RAC, PI3K, and MEK (Figure 6F), suggesting their

role in tumor cell survival. Another key pathway altered in the

treatment was the Hippo pathway, which is critical for tumor

growth and survival. Both MOB1 and MST1/2 levels were signif-

icantly decreased by either separate or combined treatment with

BLU-667 and osimertinib. The level of YAP, a key transcription

factor for survival-related genes, decreased after treatment

with the combination regimen of BLU-667 and osimertinib (Fig-

ure 6G). These results suggested that the combination treatment

significantly triggered cell death compared with treatment with

single reagents (Figures S6A–S6F).

DISCUSSION

There are limitations in formulating treatment strategies based

on the results of genetic profile and other biomarkers.46,47 In

many cases, particularly with primary drug-resistant patients,

the molecular mechanisms of the response to therapy, or lack

thereof, are unclear. Therefore, a precise approach to accurately

predict the clinical response is imperative in the use of precision

medicine for the treatment of lung cancer. Previous studies have

indicated that MSE-derived organoids and other in vitro models

are potential materials for predicting the clinical efficacy of treat-

ment.48,49 Our results suggest that the LCO models provide a

personalized platform for the application of both targeted
t-field images of the PE- and LN-derived LCOs.

ell as the bright-field images of the AE- and PE-derived LCOs.

LCOs.
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Figure 5. LCOs predict dual-targeted therapy for drug-resistant cases

See also Figure S5.

(A) Disease progression of P-60.

(B) Dose-effect curve of LCOs derived from the lymph node (LN) and pericardial effusion of P-60.

(C) FISH of MET amplification of the LN, pericardial effusion, and LCOs derived from pericardial effusion and the LN.

(D) Immunofluorescence staining of MET and DAPI, and immunohistochemistry staining of EGFR L858R for LCOs derived from pericardial effusion and lymph

nodes of P-60. Scale bar, 20 mm.

(E) CT scans indicating the progression of the disease of P-60.

(F) Disease progression of P-61.

(G) CT scans of P-61.

(H) FISH of RET rearrangement in pleural effusion (PE) and ascitic effusion (AE)-derived organoids of P-61.

(I) Dose-effect curve of LCOs derived from the PE and AE of P-61.
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Figure 6. Proteomic profiles of pleural fluid-derived organoids indicated drug resistance mechanisms

(A) PCA plot of the protein expression levels of different groups. The control group is shown in blue. The combination group, in which the LCOs were treated with

both osimertinib and BLU-667, is shown in green. The groups treated with osimertinib (Osi) and BLU-667 alone are shown in purple and yellow, respectively.

(B) Volcano plots of differentially expressed proteins (DEPs) are shown for the osimertinib versus control group.

(C) Volcano plot of DEPs is shown for the BLU-667 versus control group.

(D) Volcano plot of DEPs is shown for the combo versus control group.

(E) Expression levels of the caspase family in osimertinib versus control (orange), BLU-667 versus control (blue), and combo versus control (light purple).

(F) An overview of the alteration of the signaling cascade of EGFR and RET; arrows indicate the trend of the expression of related proteins.

(G) Changes in the expression levels of key proteins among the osimertinib versus control, BLU-667 versus control, and combo versus control groups. See also

Figure S6.
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therapy and chemotherapy for the treatment of patients with

advanced lung cancer. A total of 162 organoids, most of which

were derived fromMSE samples, were established in our cohort.

The success rate of tissue-derived and MSE-derived organoids

was 57.8% (30 of 52) and 81.4% (132 of 162), implying that

MSE could provide an opportunity to bridge this gap in the suc-

cess rate. Tumor cell count is often insufficient in organoid cul-

tures obtained from core needle biopsies and lymph node resec-

tions. Furthermore, one limitation of models obtained from

surgical and biopsy samples is the overgrowth of normal airway

epithelial cells.50 However, an MSE consists primarily of tumor

cells rather than non-malignant epithelial or mesothelial cells

and can be obtained by a relatively minimally invasive manner.51
Therefore, LCOs derived fromMSE tend to be purer tumor orga-

noids, allowing thesemodels to be excellent candidates for DST.

LCOs derived from either tissue or MSE samples faithfully re-

flected the pathological and molecular characteristics of the

original tumor, and these results provided a reliable basis for

the subsequent DST. The LCO-DST results are highly consistent

with the clinical response to therapy, and the method is prom-

ising as a significant prediction tool for use in personalized med-

icine to build individualized treatment regimens for lung cancer.

Whether LCOs derived fromMSEs can represent the entire tu-

mor profile is a critical challenge in the application of thismethod.

Previous studies have shown that the accordance of genetics

profile between MSE liquid biopsy and tissue biopsy was higher
Cell Reports Medicine 4, 100911, February 21, 2023 11
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than 80%.52 Thus, in some cases, MSEs may replace tissue bi-

opsy in diagnostic occasions. However, in this study, the LCO-

DST results of P-17 suggesting sensitive to osimertinib failed

to predict the over clinical response (PR in the lung, while brain

metastases PD), and the mixed response to osimertinib may

be a confounding factor. The results of several patients revealed

that metastatic lesion biopsy derived LCOs can predict the

clinical response of local lesions to therapeutic agents, but

sometimes cannot give an overall prediction because of

heterogeneity.

In the context of modern precision medicine, NGS presents

good analytical validity to detect clonally dominant alterations.53

It has recently been applied in clinics with the aim of identifying

targetable alterations. However, the emergence of drug resis-

tance is the greatest challenge in targeted therapy.54 In this

context, it is important to identify a preclinical model suitable

for new drug research in lung cancer. For instance, patients

P-59 and P-70, who both exhibited EGFR-TKI-resistant disease,

did not show any resistant mutations. Thus, the DST results are

critical for the selection of a more effective treatment regimen.

Continuous sampling was performed for some patients in this

cohort. Genetic features and drug responses in MSE and LCOs

exhibited high concordance. These results indicated that the ge-

netic profile and LCO-DST provided a stable readout, which was

highly correlated with clinical efficacy. However, fewer living

cells could be collected from the samples obtained during the

later dates, which may have affected the success of LCO cul-

tures. Therefore, collecting effusions during the first few days

is recommended. Moreover, because of heterogeneity, the

drug test assays may show different results from LCOs derived

from samples collected at different dates from the same patient.

Another finding of this study is that previous treatments cannot

be accurately detected by LCOs, although this may not affect

the real-world application of LCO-DST, which is to detect the

sensitivity of unused drugs, as in this study.

As a functional model that can include themulti-omics charac-

teristics of the original tumor and simulate drug sensitivity in

patients, tumor organoids can also be applied in the develop-

ment of novel drugs as an in vitro tumor replacement.55 In

this study, proteomics analysis was applied to analyze the mo-

lecular landscape of combinational therapies and present the

molecular details that explain the clinical efficacy of combination

treatment. Tumor organoids have several unique advantages:

they are representative of the morphological and molecular

characteristics of the original tumor and can partially simulate

the physiological and drug sensitivity characteristics of the orig-

inal tumor.4,38,56–60 Further, they exhibit rapid proliferation, a

short culture cycle, and a high success rate of culture when

drug sensitivity tests are performed. Asmentioned above, the re-

sults of LCO-DST can guide clinical treatment regimens.

In the clinical use of anti-cancer agents, appropriate drugs

should be selected according to the specific characteristics of

each patient, such as the genetic mutations involved and other

factors. The formulation of the drug sensitivity scheme followed

the principles of clinical drug use to maximize the results of LCO

drug sensitivity to guide the subsequent clinical diagnosis and

treatment of patients. Our studies showed that the concordance

for overall consistency of drug sensitivity with the clinical
12 Cell Reports Medicine 4, 100911, February 21, 2023
response reached 83.33%. A certain consistency exists be-

tween DST and clinical efficacy, which was validated in our

cohort. For instance, the results of LCO-DST of a patient re-

flected the fact that the dual-targeted drugs showed high tumor

control rates, which was later confirmed during the clinical treat-

ment. In conclusion, our study gave an overview of the applica-

tions of LCO-DST to predict therapeutic response in advanced

lung cancer and found the LCO-DST a potential in precision

medicine, further research can focus on the standardization of

the approaches, such as large-scale clinical trials, to define the

precise cutoff values or other perimeters in different types of

therapeutic agents.

Limitations of the study
The major limitation of this study was the enrolled cohort. As a

real-world study, it did not have a designed enrollment plan,

and the genomic background and treatment regimen of the pa-

tients in our cohort varied. Small number of samples included for

drug sensitivity analyses and inconsistent drug regimens in three

groups except for osimertinib group also account for our study’s

limitations inmany other regimens, the cutoff values of IC50 of the

effective and resistant groups were not yet defined. Moreover,

the drug screening panel differed among the patients. Further-

more, many similar studies have focused on the long-term

culture of LCOs and the establishment of living biobanks. In

this study, to evaluate LCO-DST as a translational medicine

approach, most organoids in our cohort were cultured and

tested within a short period of time; therefore, not all organoids

underwent genomic and pathological analyses. For similar rea-

sons, not all organoids could be used in intensive investigation

such as proteomics analysis and further biochemical analysis.

In terms of proteomics, a further limitation is that all LCOs were

used for LC-MS/MS tests, and there were insufficient samples

for validation of the DEPs such as those in the Hippo pathway.

As EGFRmutation combined with RET amplification is a rare ge-

notype, no patient could be enrolled for validation. Owing to

these limitations, this study cannot be classified as a ‘‘clinical

trial.’’ Nonetheless, this study reflects the real application of or-

ganoid technology in precision therapy for various subtypes of

lung cancer and lays a foundation for further clinical trials.
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FGF-basic Peprotech Cat# 100-18C

Y27632 MCE Cat# HY-10071

A83-01 Sigma-Aldrich Cat# SML0788

DMEM/F12 GIBCO Cat# 12634028

Green Chromogen Leica Cat# DC9913

BOND IHC polymer detection kit Leica Cat# DS9800

FBS GIBCO Cat# 10099141

PBS Sangon Cat# E607008-0500

HEPES Sigma-Aldrich Cat# H6147

HBSS GIBCO Cat# 14175095

Penicillin-Streptomycin Sigma-Aldrich Cat# V900929

Amphotericin B GIBCO Cat# 15290026

Cell recovery solution Corning Cat# 354253

Matrigel Corning Cat# 356231

DNase Sigma-Aldrich Cat# 11284932001

Collagenase/dispase Roche Cat# 10269638001

BOND IHC polymer detection kit Leica Cat# DS9800

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or SOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Afatinib MCE Cat# HY-10261

Osimertinib MCE Cat# HY-15772

Erlotinib MCE Cat# HY-50896

Gefitinib MCE Cat# HY-50895

Dacomitinib MCE Cat# HY-13272

Almonertinib MCE Cat# HY-112823

Icotinib MCE Cat# HY-15164A

SAF-189s Fochon Pharmaceuticals N/A

Crizotinib MCE Cat# HY-50878

Alectinib MCE Cat# HY-13011

Ceritinib MCE Cat# HY-15656

Brigatinib MCE Cat# HY-12857

Lorlatinib MCE Cat# HY-12215

Entrectinib MCE Cat# HY-12678

Dabrafenib MCE Cat# HY-14660

Pyrotinib MCE Cat# HY-104065

Larotrectinib MCE Cat# HY-12866

Savolitinib MCE Cat# HY-15959

Bozitinib MCE Cat# HY-125017

BLU667 MCE Cat# HY-112301

Docetaxel MCE Cat# HY-B0011

Paclitaxel MCE Cat# HY-B0015

Gemcitabine MCE Cat# HY-17026

Etoposide MCE Cat# HY-13629

Pemetrexed MCE Cat# HY-10820

Cisplatin MCE Cat# HY-17394

Carboplatin MCE Cat# HY-17393

Irinotecan MCE Cat# HY-16562

Experimental models:Organisms/Strains

Human lung cancer organoid samples This study N/A

Software and algorithms

R R Development Core Team, 2008 https://www.r-project.org/

Critical commercial assays

CellTiter-Glo� 3D Cell Viability Assay Promega Cat# G9681

Deposited data

DNA sequencing This paper National Genomics Data Center

(HRA003231)

LC-MS/MS This paper ProteomeXchange Consortium

(PXD037076)

Others

Cytation 5 Cell Imaging Multimode Reader Agilent Cat# BTCYT5M

Fluorescence microscope Olympus Cat# 29560

BOND-III automated stainer Leica Cat# 22.2201
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to andwill be fulfilled by the lead contact, Jin-Ji Yang

(yangjinji@gdph.org.cn).
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Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
d The next-generation DNA sequencing dataset generated during this study is available at the National Genomics Data Center:

HRA003231 (URL: https://ngdc.cncb.ac.cn). Themass spectrometry proteomics data reported in this paper have been depos-

ited to the ProteomeXchange Consortium: PXD037076(http://proteomecentral.proteomexchange.org) via iProx partner repos-

itory61.

d This paper does not report the original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this work paper is available from the lead contact upon

request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Primary or metastatic tumor tissues were obtained from patients with advanced lung cancer by performing fine-needle aspiration or

surgically resected biopsies at Guangdong Provincial People’s Hospital. Malignant effusion samples were also collected. The collec-

tion of patient data and biospecimens for lung cancer organoid (LCO) culture, drug tests, and further studies has been performed

according to the guidelines of Research Ethics Committee of Guangdong Provincial People’s Hospital, Guangdong Academy of

Medical Sciences (Ethics project number: No.GDREC2019323H), following both national and local laws. Written informed consent

was also obtained from all patients. The main inclusion criteria were patients with clinically locally advanced or metastatic lung can-

cer, aged 18 years or older, with fresh tissues available through either biopsy or surgical resection of the primary ormetastatic lesions,

and with malignant effusion samples collected using a sterile drainage bag. Clinical information is available in Table S1. Drug sensi-

tivity tests were performed after the generation of sufficient LCOs. However, only patients with concurrent or subsequent clinical drug

response evaluations, which were consistent with the LCO-based drug test results, were enrolled in the observational clinical

research.

METHOD DETAILS

Patient sample collection and processing
The primary inclusion criteria were patients with clinically locally advanced or metastatic lung cancer, aged 18 years or older, with

fresh tissues available from either biopsy or surgical resection of the primary or metastatic lesions, and with malignant effusion sam-

ples collected using a sterile drainage bag. Drug sensitivity tests were performed after generating sufficient LCOs. However, only

patients with concurrent or subsequent clinical drug response evaluations, consistent with the LCO-based drug test results, were

enrolled in the observational clinical research.

Primary or metastatic tumor tissues were obtained from patients with advanced lung cancer by performing fine-needle aspiration

or surgically resected biopsies at Guangdong Provincial People’s Hospital. Malignant effusion samples were also collected. Written

informed consent was obtained from all patients. The research protocol was approved by the Research Ethics Committee of the

Guangdong Provincial People’s Hospital, Guangdong Academy of Medical Sciences (Guangzhou, China). The samples were diag-

nosed based on pathological assessment.

LCO cultures
Patient-derived LCO cultureswere obtained as previously described.37MSE samples (200–1000mL) were obtained by thoracentesis

and collected aseptically in heparinized (10 U/mL) sterile bottles or bags. These were subsequently transferred to the laboratory on

ice for further processing within 4 h. Samples were centrifuged at 300 3g for 5 min at 4�C, and the cell pellets were resuspended in

LCO medium (LCOM, DMEM/F12, supplied with 20 ng/mL bFGF, 50 ng/mL human EGF, N2, B27, GlutaMAX, 10 mM Y-27632, and

1% penicillin-streptomycin, Gibco, New York, NY, USA). For the tumor tissue samples, tumor fragments were generated using ster-

ilized ophthalmic scissors, sized approximately 1 mm3. These were suspended in cold Hank’s Balanced Salt Solution (HBSS) with

antibiotics and transported to the laboratory on ice within 1 h of resection. After washing thrice with cold HBSS containing antibiotics

and sectioning with sterile blades, the samples were incubated in DMEM/F12 supplemented with 0.001% DNase, 1 mg/mL collage-

nase/dispase, penicillin-streptomycin, and 0.5 mg/mL amphotericin B at 37�C for 2 h with gentle agitation and intermittent resuspen-

sion. The digested tissue suspension was then titrated via pipetting and passed through a 70 mm filter.

The cell suspension generated from either MSE or tissue samples was centrifuged at 112 rpm for 3 min. The pellet was then re-

suspended in LCOM. Thereafter, 200 mLMatrigel (Corning, New York, NY, USA) was added to 100 mL of the cell suspension to estab-

lish organoids, and the resulting suspension was allowed to solidify upside-down in pre-warmed 6-well culture plates (Corning) at

37�C for 30 min. After gelation, 3 mL LCOM was added to each well. The medium was changed every two to three days.
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Histology and immunohistochemistry
Organoids and their corresponding parental tumors were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, followed by paraffin embedding,

sectioning, deparaffinization, dehydration, and hematoxylin and eosin staining. Immunohistochemistry (IHC) was performed us-

ing antibodies targeting the thyroid transcription factor (TTF-1), Cytokeratin 7 (CK7), and Napsin A for ADC; Cytokeratin 5/6

(CK5/6), P40, and P63 for SCC; TTF-1, synaptophysin (Syn), chromogranin A (CgA), and CD56 for SCLC. Green Chromogen

and the BOND IHC polymer detection kit were used for color development. The IHC staining was performed using the

BOND-III automated stainer (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). Images were captured using the IX73 microscope (Olympus, Tokyo,

Japan).

Fluorescence in situ hybridization
Dual-color fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) was performed using the MET probe, labeled with spectrum red, and the chro-

mosome 17 specific centromere (D17Z1) probe, labeled with spectrum green, on sections cut from the same block. Deparaffiniza-

tion, in situ hybridization, and staining were performed using the PathVysion kit (Abbott-Vysis Lab, Abbott Park, IL, USA). Fluorescent

signals in at least 60 non-overlapping interphase nuclei with intact morphology were scored using a Zeiss Axioplan 2microscopewith

a 3 100 planar objective using a triple band-pass filter permissive to blue, green, and red colors.

FISH for RET was performed using the ZytoLight SPEC RET Dual-Color Break Apart Probe Kit (CliniSciences, Montrouge, France).

At least 100 tumor nuclei were analyzed, and a case was considered positive when the number of neoplastic nuclei with a split signal

or with a single 30 signal was above a minimum of 20% of the observed neoplastic nuclei.

DNA extraction
DNA was extracted from tumor tissues and effusion-derived NSCLC organoids (also known as patient-derived LCOs) using the

QIAamp DNA FFPE tissue kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) and the QIAamp DNA kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) according to the

manufacturer’s instructions. Cell-free DNA was extracted from effusion samples using the QIAamp Circulating Nucleic Acid Kit (Qia-

gen, Valencia, CA, USA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The concentration of DNA was measured with the Qubit 2.0

Fluorometer with the Qubit double-stranded DNA assay kit (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA).

Next-generation sequencing library preparation and capture-based targeted sequencing
DNA extracted from the tumor, effusion, and LCO samples was fragmented using the Covaris M220 focused ultrasonicator (Covaris,

Inc., Woburn, MA, USA) or Bioruptor ultrasonicator (diagenode sa, Inc., Seraing, Belgium), followed by end repair, phosphorylation,

dA addition, and adaptor ligation for library construction. The samples were subsequently subjected to capture-based targeted

sequencing using a panel of 520, 425, 168, or 139 cancer-related genes (panels of 520 or 168 belongs to Burning Rock Biotech,

Guangzhou, China, while panels of 425 or 139 belongs to Nanjing Geneseeq Technology Inc.). DNA was hybridized with capture

probe baits, selected with magnetic beads, and amplified using PCR. A bioanalyzer high-sensitivity DNA assay was performed to

assess the quality and size of the fragments. Indexed samples were sequenced on the Nextseq500 sequencer (Illumina, Inc., San

Diego, CA, USA) or HiSeq 4000 sequencer (Illumina, Inc., San Diego, CA, USA) with paired-end reads.

Sequence data analysis
Raw sequencing data were preprocessed using Trimmomatic 0.36 for trimming adaptors and low-quality reads. Preprocessed

sequencing data were then mapped to the human genome (hg19) using Burrows–Wheeler Aligner 0.7.10. Variant calling and anno-

tation were performed using the GATK 3.2, MuTect, and VarScan. According to the ExAC, 1,000 Genomes, dbSNP, and ESP6500SI-

V2 databases, variants with a population frequency over 0.1%were grouped as single nucleotide polymorphisms and excluded from

further analysis. The remaining variants were annotated using ANNOVAR and SnpEff v3.6. Copy number variations (CNVs) and

large genomic rearrangements (LGRs) were detected using in-house analysis scripts based on the depth of coverage data of

capture intervals, as previously described.62,63 DNA translocation analysis was performed using both Tophat2 and Factera 1.4.3.

The maximum allele frequency (maxAF) for each mutation was calculated.

Tumor mutation burden (TMB) was defined as somatic single nucleotide variants (SNVs) and small insertions and deletions

(indels) located in the coding region and its 20 bp upstream/downstream regions. TMB was calculated using the following

equation:TMB = ðMutation count ½except for CNVs and fusions�Þ
Coding region size

Differences between the two groups were assessed using the two-tailed t-test or Mann–Whitney U test for continuous variables.

Statistical significancewas set at p < 0.05. The Pearson correlation coefficient was used to assess the correlation between tumor and

LCO-based TMB. Bivariant sensitivity and positive predictive value in LCO samples were calculated when the genomic profile of effu-

sion samples was used as a reference. All statistical analyses were performed using R 3.3.3.

Drug treatments and sensitivity tests
Treatments with anti-cancer drugs and sensitivity tests were performed as described previously,64,65 with some modifications.

Briefly, organoids cultured for 1–2 weeks were harvested and dissociated using 13 TrypLe (Gibco). The dissociated organoids

were mixed in LCOM with Matrigel (Corning) (1:1 ratio) and transferred onto 384-well white plates. Approximately, 2000 cells were
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seeded in each well. After gelation, 30 mL LCOMwas added to each well. The organoids were cultured for 48 h. Thereafter, a dilution

series of each compound (10, 2.5, 0.625, 0.156, 0.039, and 0.0097 mM) was dispensed using liquid-handling robots. The cell viability

was assayed using 3DCellTiter-Glo (Promega,Madison,WI, USA) after 96 h of drug incubation. The plates were agitated for 30min at

RT prior to luminescence measurement. The IC50 values were determined using GraphPad Prism 7.0 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla,

CA, USA).

Proteomics
Protein extraction and digestion for LC-MS/MS

LCOs were transferred into a 6-well plate (Corning), incubated for 7 days, and then treated using osimertinib (0.6 mM), BLU-667

(1 mM), and the combination of osimertinib and BLU-667 (0.6 mM and 1 mM, respectively). The organoids were harvested using

the Cell Recovery Solution (Corning) and stored in liquid nitrogen until further use for protein extraction.

SDT (4%SDS, 100mMTris-HCl, 1 mMDTT, pH 7.6) buffer was used for sample lysis and protein extraction. The amount of protein

was quantified using the BCAProtein Assay Kit (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA, USA). Protein digestion using trypsin was performed accord-

ing to the filter-aided sample preparation (FASP) procedure described byMatthias Mann.66 The digest peptides of each sample were

desalted on C18 Cartridges [EmporeTM SPE Cartridges C18 (standard density), bed I.D., 7 mm; volume, 3 mL; Sigma], concentrated

using vacuum centrifugation, and reconstituted in 40 mL of 0.1% (v/v) formic acid.

FASP digestion procedure

A total of 200 mg of proteins for each sample were incorporated into 30 mL SDT buffer (4% SDS, 100 mM DTT, 150 mM Tris-HCl,

pH 8.0). The detergent, DTT, and other low-molecular-weight components were removed using the UA buffer (8 M urea,

150 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0) by repeated ultrafiltration (Microcon units, 10 kD). Subsequently, 100 mL iodoacetamide (100 mM

IAA in UA buffer) was added to block reduced cysteine residues, and the samples were incubated for 30 min in the dark.

The filters were washed with 100 mL UA buffer three times and then using 100 mL of 25 mM NH4HCO3 buffer twice. Finally,

the protein suspensions were digested using 4 mg of trypsin (Promega) in 40 mL of 25 mM NH4HCO3 buffer overnight at

37�C. The resulting peptides were collected as a filtrate. The peptides of each sample were desalted on C18 Cartridges [Em-

poreTM SPE Cartridges C18 (standard density), bed I.D., 7 mm; volume, 3 mL; Sigma], concentrated by vacuum centrifugation,

and reconstituted in 40 mL of 0.1% (v/v) formic acid. The peptide content was estimated by UV light spectral density at 280 nm

using an extinction coefficient of 1.1 of 0.1% (g/L) solution that was calculated based on the frequency of tryptophan and tyro-

sine in vertebrate proteins.

LC-MS/MS analysis

LC-MS/MS analysis was performed using the timsTOF Pro mass spectrometer (Bruker, USA) coupled to Nanoelute (Bruker Dalton-

ics) for 60 min. The peptides were loaded onto a reverse-phase trap column (Thermo Scientific Acclaim PepMap100, 100 mm*2 cm,

nanoViper C18) connected to the C18-reversed-phase analytical column (Thermo Scientific Easy Column, 10 cm long, 75 mm inner

diameter, 3 mm resin) in buffer A (0.1% formic acid) and separated at a linear gradient of buffer B (84% acetonitrile and 0.1% formic

acid) at a flow rate of 300 nL/min controlled by IntelliFlow technology. Themass spectrometer was operated in positive ionmode. The

mass spectrometer recorded ion mobility MS spectra over a mass range of m/z 100–1700 and 1/k0 of 0.6–1.6. Subsequently, 10

cycles of PASEF MS/MS were performed with a target intensity of 1.5k and a threshold of 2500. The active exclusion was enabled

with a release time of 0.4 min.

Protein identification and quantification

The rawMS data for each sample were combined and searched usingMaxQuant 1.5.3.17 software for identification and quantitation

analysis.

Bioinformatic analysis of proteomics data

Cluster analysis of phosphorylated peptides. Cluster 3.0 (http://bonsai.hgc.jp/�mdehoon/software/cluster/software.htm) and Java

Treeview software (URL: http://jtreeview. sourceforge.net) were used to perform hierarchical clustering analysis. The Euclidean dis-

tance algorithm for similarity measurement and average linkage clustering algorithm (clustering uses the centroids of the observa-

tions) for clustering were selected when performing hierarchical clustering. A heatmap is often presented as a visual aid, in addition

to the dendrogram.

Gene ontology (GO) annotation. The protein sequences of the selected DEPs were locally searched using the NCBI BLAST + client

software (ncbi-blast-2.2.28+-win32.exe) and InterProScan to find homologous sequences, GO terms were mapped, and sequences

were annotated using the Blast2GO software (BioBamBioinformatics, Valencia, Spain). TheGOannotation results were plotted using

R scripts.

Kyoto encyclopedia of genes and genomes (KEGG) annotation. Following the annotation steps, the studied proteins were BLASTed

against the online KEGG database (http://geneontology.org/) to retrieve their KEGG orthology identifications and were subsequently

mapped to KEGG pathways.

Enrichment analysis. Enrichment analysis was performed based on the Fisher exact test, considering all quantified proteins as the

background dataset. The Benjamini–Hochberg correction for multiple testing was applied to adjust the derived p values. Only

functional categories and pathways with p values under a threshold of 0.05 were considered significant.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The capability of LCO-DST to discriminate between clinically effective or resistant patients was determined using receiver operating

characteristic analysis. The predictor was organoid sensitivity to osimertinib, chemotherapy, dual targeted therapy, and other

targeted therapy treatment, which is the ratio of the ATP luminance value of treated organoids to that of untreated organoids on

day 4 after treatment. The diagnostic performance of the LCOs in predicting the patients’ clinical response to different treatments

were evaluated based on area under the curve, sensitivity, specificity, and diagnostic accuracy.
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